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Six Mountains on her back:
(Re)reading African
Feminisms Colloquium
Hosted by the Departments of English (Dr Lynda Gichanda Spencer) and Fine
Arts (Dr Sharlene Khan) and Finding Africa (Thando Njovane)

Rhodes University
21-22 July 2017

ART ON OUR MIND

UCAPI

Programme
Friday 21 July 2017
Fine Arts Department, Gallery
9h

Registration

9.30-9.50h Welcome and Opening
Thando Njovane (UCKAR)
9.50h

Tea

10.10h-11h Keynote Address
Dr Danai Mupotsa (Wits University)
Feminism as Pedagogy

Panels

11-13h

English Department
Seminar Room

Fine Arts Department
Seminar Room

Women and Visual Arts
An African feminist conversation
about the KhoiKhoi and San women
in the Rock Art of South Africa –
Beverly Barry (UCKAR)

African Feminist Thought
A Stiwanist Study of Selected
Works of Francophone Authors
– Joy Joseph (UCKAR)

Feminisms in Visual Culture; Unsilencing historically marginalized
artists – Amy von Witt (UCKAR)

Womanism and Critical Method in
African Diaspora Writing – Brendon
Nicholls (Leeds)

‘Defining ambiguity’: Theorising
a politics of affectivity in contemporary South Africa through Mary
Sibande’s ‘Sophie’
– Erin de Kock (UCKAR)

The re-articulation of a holistic
African female subjectivity in Koleka Putuma’s Collective Amnesia –
Manthipe Moila (Rhodes)

Chair: Dr Sharlene Khan

Chair: Dr Betty Govinden
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Friday 21 July 2017
13h

14-16h

Lunch

English Department
Seminar Room

Fine Arts Department
Seminar Room

Intersectionality
Pompoms and Struggle Songs:
The Limited Space for Feminism
in #feesmustfall – Chelsey Wilken
(Rhodes)

Alternative Spaces
The politics of erasure and exposure
of the black female bodies in sitespecific performances. Discussing
Woman in a Passage (2014) by Pumelela Nqelenga

Towards a Decolonial Feminist Disability Studies for Southern Africa –
Kharnita Mohamed (UCT)

Towards eradicating domestic violence in Nigeria: The peace education
option – Chibuzor Nwobueze (Rivers
State) and James Okolie-Osemene
(Ibadan)

Patriarchy Masked as
Decoloniality: Problematizing
‘Decolonial’ Masculinist Critiques
of Intersectionality –
Marzia Milazzo
(Rhodes/Vanderbilt)

[Re]presenting Race, Rape and
“white” justice: An auto- ethnographic study on the role of th
Black female theatre- educator in
Post-Madiba South Africa – Ayanda
Khala-Phiri (UKZN)

Chair: Dr Danai Mupotsa

Challenging sexism, misogyny and
censorship: A search for alternative
spaces for feminist discourses in
Zimbabwe – Ncube Gibson
Chair: Siphokazi Jonas

16h

Tea

16.15
-18.15h

Fine Arts Department
Thinking Through, Talking Back: Creative Theorisation as Sites of Praxis-Theory
An Art on our Mind public conversation between Dr Sharlene Khan, Prof Pumla 		
Dineo Gqola, Dr Yvette Abrahams, Prof Neelika Jayawardane and Dr Betty Govinden

18.30

Launch of artist book I Make Art by Dr Sharlene Khan
Perfomance Poetry by Siphokazi Jonas and Betty Govinden
Exhibition: BEING HERE, BECOMING HER (curated by Refilwe Nkomo and Thato
Mogotsi) in conversation with with UCKAR performances and artwork by Heidi Sincuba, Erin de Kock, Khwezi Zungu, Samkela Stampe and Akissi Beukman (co-curated by
Buhle Siwendu and Sharlene Khan)
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Saturday 22 July 2017

9-11h

English Department
Seminar Room

Fine Arts Department
Seminar Room

Labour
An intersectional analysis of work
place discrimination in South African labour markets – Jamela Hoveni
(Rhodes)

African Feminist Literary Readings
Demolishing the mountain within:
Debunking patriarchy and self-reflexivity in African
Women’s Writing – Susan Okpala
(North-West)

Perpetuation of female dependency
syndrome in South Africa mirrors
religious narratives: The case of Ruth
– Thembinkosi Twalo (HSRC)

Queering Domestic Space and Reproductive Time in Zöe Wicomb’s
“Mrs Pringle’s Bed” – Jenny du Preez
(Rhodes)

The unfolding of African feminism
in CODESRIA – Nimi Hoffmann
(CODESERIA and ISER)

The Future of African Feminisms/
Miriam Makeba and Cosmo-existential Feminism – Palesa Mokoena
(UCKAR)

Chair: Prof Pumla Gqola

11h

Tea

11.15
-13.15h

Imaging Women
Paw-Paw Politics: Lady Skollie and
the Curating of Contradiction –
Wamuwi Mbao (Stellenbosch)
Women in African Cinema: Female
Identity on Screen – Lizelle Bisschoff
(Glasgow)
Re-imagining African feminism
through the Afro futuristic lens –
Tshepiso Maleswena (Wits)
The Message of Misogyny in HipHop Music and its Gender Dynamics
– Mamaputle Boikanyo (Rhodes)
Chair: Prof Neelika Jayawardane

13.15
-14.15h

Lunch

Chair: Thando Njovane

Economics and Policy
South African foreign policy and
its implications for feminist International Relations: the legacies of
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma and Maite
Nkoana-Mashabane – Siphokazi
Magadla and Nica Cornell (Rhodes)
African Feminist Futures: Fashioning
Life in a Neoliberal World – Miriam
Kilimo (Emory)
Chair: Dr Yvette Abrahams
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Saturday 22 July 2017

14.15
-15.15h

English Department
Seminar Room

Fine Arts Department
Seminar Room

Sexuality
Looking at disruption within feminist and anti-rape activism – Gorata
Chengeta (Wits)

Life Writing
(Re)visiting writing race-d queerness: a fictocritical exploration of
writing the race-d queer South
African Womxn – Chantelle Croeser
(Stellenbosch)

Intersecting Representations of the
Female Erotic – Zané Swanepoel
(Stellenbosch)
Bisexuality in South Africa –
Zuziwe Khuzwayo (HSRC)
Chair: Prof Pumla Gqola

A song in the night: the feminist
ordeals of Norah Mumba – Ranka
Primorac (Southampton)
Ekhaya nasemzini: Negotiating
home in Noni Jabavu’s life narratives
Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts
and The Ochre People – Athambile
Masola (Pretoria)
Chair: Dr Lynda Spencer

Closing Remarks
Dr Lynda Gichanda Spencer
Dinner

Afems cover artwork by Buhle Siwendu and Tayla Solomon (2017)

Abstracts
An intersectional analysis of work place discrimination in South African labour markets
Jamela Basani Hoveni
The idea of the simultaneity of race and gender has been most clearly articulated by black feminist theory. Black feminist theorists in attempting to avoid universalizing explanations of women’s experiences
looked for ways of understanding both race and gender simultaneously. However, despite the development in feminist theories, in the field of management, economics and labour market studies there is little
evidence that the importance of these intersections is acknowledged. Indeed this intersectional perspective is missing from the discourse of equality of opportunity in South Africa where debates have largely
focused on the universal experience of all women, ignoring how the intersectionality of race and gender
creates a unique position of disadvantage and discrimination for black South African women. The inability to understand intersectional issues has generally resulted in an ineffective chance agenda; by equating
the workplace experiences of black and white women in South Africa, BEE and Affirmative Action (AA)
have driven a change agenda that has resulted in black women falling through the cracks. An effective
and meaningful integration of black women into SA labour markets would increase their economic participation, reduce their unemployment as well as increase their professional mobility. This essay proposes
an intersectional perspective of analysing discrimination in South African labour markets. In particular
we propose an alternative conception of the gender wage gap by analysing the race – gender wage. The
essay will survey recent literature on the intersectionality of race, class and gender and particularly how
this intersection presents itself in South African labour markets. In presenting the case of black South
African women, this essay will analyse South African labour market statistics: the Quarterly Labour
Force Statistics (QLFS). The recognition of the interlocking nature of race and gender underscore the
significance of two important theoretical concepts: social location and standpoint. The social point and
stand point of black South African women imply a unique position to study and critically reflect on the
intersection of race and gender in South African labour markets.
Pompoms and Struggle Songs: The Limited Space for Feminism in #feesmustfall
Chelsey Wilken
Michelle M. Wright, in Physics of Blackness, argues that the assertion of masculinity and heteronormativity within canonical theory on blackness has resulted in black women not gaining the “same historical
timeline as men” (12). Arguing for the need to define blackness through a model that locates and connects common exclusions found in everyday speech, the scholarly canon and public assumption, she poses an inclusive and non-hierarchical, feminist challenge to theories of blackness which remain bound to
a nationalist and patriarchal framework. She offers an understanding of blackness as the “intersection of
constructs that locate the black collective in history and in the specific moment which blackness is being
imagined” (14). In the absence of a space where black female and queer bodies are adequately recognised,
literature written by these individuals produces a space of self-representation and recognition. Koleka
Putuma is a South African performance poet whose debut anthology Collective Amnesia was launched in
April 2017. Her poem “On Black Solidarity” reveals the limited and selective space for feminism in the
recent #feesmustfall movement that sparked a return to the philosophies of Steve Biko and Frantz Fanon.
The movement claimed to be intersectional but continued to make use of a political rhetoric that continues to be masculine and nationalist in nature. In this paper, I will explore how Putuma’s “On Black Solidarity” when paired with Wright’s Physics of Blackness resists hetero-patriarchal/hetero-normative ideals
of black solidarity. In this regard, I will be attentive to the specificity of the poem’s emergence, drawing
largely on theory emerging from #feesmustfall and the #RUreferencelist protests of 2016.

A Stiwanist Study of Selected Works of Francophone Authors
Joy Joseph
This study intends to examine how male and female authors portray the male characters in selected
francophone novels. Over the years, the African Woman has been oppressed, marginalised and humiliated. She seemingly has no voice in the traditional African society which is termed partriachal. Women
are generally considered as an inferior sex according to Simone de Beauvoir (1976). This study intends
to examine how francophone authors portray the conditions and images of the African woman through
selected works of authors like Adelaïde Fassinou’s Modukpe le rêve brisé (2000), Ramonu Sanusi’s Le
Bistouri des larmes (2005) and Baboni Azaratou’s Vie de femme, vie de sang (2011).These prolific authors
have written topics that affect the conditions of women in the twenty-first century such as polygamy,
single motherhood, female genital mutilation, unwanted pregnancy, abortion and sterility. The study
seeks to plead for social change with respect to Molara Leslie-Ogundipe’s theory of Stiwanism, an African
type of feminism which advocates for social transformation in relation to women of Africa and their role
in the society. According to Ogundipe (1996), the new term STIWA describes her agenda for women
in Africa. The theory allows her to discuss the needs of the African women today against the backdrop
of socio-cultural challenges in relation to African tradition. This comparative study will highlight the
perceptions of francophone authors and their views on the contemporary issues regarding the image and
condition of the African woman, and how she can be empowered to bring about social change in her
community.
Perpetuation of female dependency syndrome in South Africa that mirrors religious narratives: The
case of Ruth
Thembinkosi Twalo
The social and economic development of many countries has been compromised due to the suppressed
participation of women through multifarious forms of barriers like customs, worldviews, and systems.
The story of Ruth in the Old Testament Bible depicts some normative practices in the then Jewish community that suppressed women participation in the economy and thereby systematically sustained the
male dependency syndrome and weak women self- reliance. Concerned about the family’s loss of income
and societal vulnerability due to widowhood, Ruth’s mother-in-law, Naomi, arranges for Ruth to be
remarried so she could “be well provided for”. While the marital commitment made Boaz (new husband)
legally and customarily responsible for Ruth’s wellbeing, it did not capacitate her for independence and
self- reliance. The chattel and coverture practices with respect to land ownership and property rights
ensured the women’s (Naomi and Ruth) disempowerment and sustenance of their vulnerable position
as the means of production (land) the women had, had to be transferred to the husband, Boaz. The
study uses critical discourse analysis of the book of Ruth to explore the suppression of women economic
participation, male dependency syndrome, and weak women self-reliance. This paper demonstrates how
contemporary South African society sustains these phenomena ideologically, systematically, and culturally. It then explores the impact of this perpetual disempowerment and vulnerability as it is manifested
through marriages of convenience, acceptance of ‘blessers’ and ‘sugar daddys’ as sources of income, and
the pull her down syndrome. It recommends self-reliance as a sustainable form of socio-economic development and depicts how different tiers of self-reliance (individuals, communities and nationally) could
enable the development success at these varying levels.
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Challenging sexism, misogyny and censorship: A search for alternatives spaces for feminist discourses
in Zimbabwe
Ncube Gibson
Explaining on the paucity of spaces in conventional media and public spaces, Zimbabwean feminist blogger and journalist, Fungai Machirori, clarifies “It was when one of my news articles – on male circumcision – returned with track changes substitution the word ‘penis’ with ‘male organ’ that I decided that I
would have to rethink my strategy and stop writing for Zimbabwe’s archaically conservative newspapers.”
Faced by this constricted, patriarchal, politicised and highly censored public and media space, it became
imperative for feminists like Machirori to devise spaces in which they could offer narratives that capture
prevailing issues without the heavy censorship that is widespread in Zimbabwe’s public spaces. The proliferation of the internet has provided and created new spaces in which feminist discourses and feminist
movements can express themselves. Drawing on Maria Pia Lara’s postulations on the public sphere and
Ealasaid Munro’s thoughts on “fourth- wave feminism”, I argue in this paper that the internet has allowed
for the creation of virtual spaces that provide alternative and counter-hegemonic discourses. These discourses particularly centre on the body/bodily politics. Through an analysis of the online magazines such
as “Her Zimbabwe” and “Unedited” as well as the Twitter platform “@curatefeminism”, I contend that the
online spaces make it possible for the discussion of issues that are either censored or ignored by mainstream media and public spheres. The paper will ultimately question the limits to which these new virtual
spaces are inclusionary rallying points that that counter the patriarchal and often sexist blind spots that
are replete in the traditional public sphere and mainstream media.
The unfolding of African feminism in CODESRIA
Nimi Hoffmann
Founded in 1973, the Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA) is
the longest-standing pan-African intellectual organisation on the continent. It was established with the
primary objective of fostering greater collaboration between African scholars, and has acquired a reputation for challenging the marginalisation and fragmentation of African scholarship. However, inequality
can exist both inside and outside of an intellectual community. CODESRIA has frequently been described as a “boys’ club” and has been critiqued for producing studies of men that masquerade as studies
of society, which provide impoverished and distorted social analyses.
This paper focuses on African feminist intellectuals (women and men) and their struggles to change
these unequal gender norms within CODESRIA. It aims to excavate the ways in which feminist scholars
have grappled with inequality by developing and honing new intellectual tools and organisational forms
in order to trace the unfolding dialectic between feminist thought and struggle within CODESRIA.
Examining the intellectual and institutional character of these struggles, I contend, provides a way of
rethinking what it means to produce African scholarship rooted in the particularities of African experiences.
Bisexuality
Zuziwe Khuzwayo
Bisexual erasure refers to the cultural delegitimation of bisexuality as an unintelligible sexual identity.
There is little South African research that considers how this occurs how this occurs in local contexts.
Generally bisexuality is ‘a silenced sexuality’ both in popular and academic discourse. Research has not
attended to ‘self-aware bisexual identities’, tending to focus on men’s bisexual practices. This paper is
intended as a starting point for further local research. It seeks to address the silence in the research using
an autobiographical narrative approach. The analysis shows how bisexual erasure occurs through acts
of non-recognition and misrecognition, as well as instances of resistance. Drawing on intersectionality
theory, it illuminates how other social signifiers (e.g. class, race, gender) intertwine with sexuality in ways
that further compound marginalisation or provide avenues for resistance to dominant norms.
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An African Feminist conversation about the representation of KhoiKhoi and San women in the Rock
Art of South Africa
Beverley Barry
The naming of Rock Art is a misnomer because it is identified by its materiality (rock) yet disputed as an
art form (art). It simply describes the painting on rocks by Indigenous people of South Africa - the San
and KhoiKhoi. The San and KhoiKhoi are extinct, yet their desecendants are alive and categorised under
the constructed identity of coloured. The paradox of this extinction is that the Settlers’ violent conquest
of land and labour since 1652 destroyed the San and KhoiKhoi while their language, culture and art was
documented. The archives, authority, curatorship and authourship of the San and KhoiKhoi thus remains
captivated by academic and visual representations of rock art by distinguishing it from other art forms
in relation to its age, materiality, role, function, style and meaning. Such distinctions cause rock art to
become a visually contested site as something other than art. This paper does not attempt to triangulate
the authority and authorship of the Rock Art archives and curatorship. I am particularly interested in
critically analysing visual and textual representations of women in Rock Art by reading between the lines
to visibilise the creativity methodologies and the imaginings of the artist, and the content as it relates to
the artistic representation of the KhoiKhoi and San women. My intention is to stand on the shoulders of
these giants by locating myself in relationship to the rock art artists by historical descent to engage in an
African Feminist conversation about the representation of KhoiKhoi and San women in the Rock Art in
South Africa.
Intersecting Representations of the Female Erotic
Zané Swanepoel
One of many problems with the rhetoric and discourse surrounding female sexuality in South Africa is
the lack of comfortable spaces in which to speak or to write about the [vagina] outside the parameters of
disease, reproduction, or pornography. Western patriarchal norms have entangled female sexuality and
the vagina with reproduction and disease, attempting to politicize and obliterate the sexual nature which
is expressed outside of the parameters of male consumption. The female body as a site of sexual pleasure and intimacy rather than solely a site of violence or for breeding, is still harshly policed throughout
social, economic, and political spheres, and are consistently condemned by entrenched and perpetual
misogyny and patriarchal rhetoric, despite resolute resistance. According to the work by Sylvia Tamale,
mainstream feminism and Western political and social dominion promotes misconceptions, inaccuracies, and often primal understandings of women and sexuality in Africa. However, African feminist
struggles are crucial in the deconstruction and reconceptualization of an intersectional and more internationally- relatable theory and practice of feminism. Erotica as described by Audre Lorde as the interlacing of the physical and the emotional (‘true feeling’), is paramount not only in creating platforms for
[women] to express themselves through sexual pleasure, but also in constructing an African discourse in
which the female erotic body is both a site of provocation and liberation from the power dynamics which
dictate sex, sexuality and the female erotic expression. Representations of the female erotic in the writing
of Mary Watson, Palesa Mazamisa, Makhosazana Zaba, and Chantelle Gray Van Heerden are indicative
of the intimacy and sexual agency that not only provokes those systems which seek to suppress female
sexuality, but liberates women and their right to agency over their bodies.
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Paw-Paw Politics: Lady Skollie and the Curating of Contradiction
Wamuwi Mbao
Laura Windvogel (known popularly as Lady Skollie) has invigorated the South African art scene. A visual
artist who works across media in eclectic ways, Windvogel’s work is powerfully evocative, emancipatory
in its provocations, and animated by articulate and distinct ideas about the gendered body and its representation in South Africa. Her position in the South African art world as a young womyn of colour has
granted her a high degree of visibility. Taking this visibility as a starting point, this paper examines Windvogel’s art – including her Tyburn Gallery installation LUST POLITICS – as that which shifts stubborn
notions and essentialisms about gendered identities. I argue that Windvogel’s diverse artistic creations
coalesce around the notion of removing sex from the stultifying realm of the pathological and the violent
which it can be seen to occupy in this country. I propose that, rather than being read as a tapestry of lurid
surfaces as some critics have deliberately or unwittingly done, Windvogel’s work can be read as speaking
to more complex conversations around sex and sexuality, violence and gender politics.
Feminisms in Visual Culture; Un-silencing historically marginalized artists
Amy von Witt
This paper deals with issues of sexuality, race and intersectionality within the visual arts. Drawing on
discourse from postcolonial theorists, artists and art historians, this paper seeks to illustrate some of the
ways in which those that have historically been left out of the canon of visual art are creating meaningful work that refuses to be silenced. Using black feminist theory as a springboard, the paper responds to
the fact that much of the art produced today is still intrinsically tied to colonialism, and extrapolates on
the power and importance of acknowledging this burden rather than ignoring it. Further, it exposes and
boldly objects to the exploitation of otherness in visual culture and the ethically awry aestheticizing of
the ‘other’ in visual media, which stems from the power embedded in white racial dominance. It will look
at artworks by Buhlebezwe Siwani, Ayana V. Jackson, and Khanyisile Mbongwa, focussing on identity in
relation to history, being cognisant of the fact that the way we identitify ourselves is always in relation to
the various ways in which we are positioned by or within the past. The paper aims to challenge conventional ways of viewing and thinking about visual art in our current South African context.
(Re)visiting writing race-d queerness: a fictocritical exploration of writing the race-d queer South
African womxn
Chantelle Croeser
The current South African academic discourse on race and queerness aims to understand and theorise
the experiences of the queer(ed) and race-d humxn being living in South Africa. While intersectional
feminists are making important contributions to this discourse, the discourse often intentionally (and
unintentionally) excludes the very queer(ed) and race-d humxns being written about based on the inaccessibility of language and concepts used in academic writing. The value of intersectional feminist theory
should be measured by the extent to which it is accessible outside of academia; it is therefore necessary
that writing queer(ed) and race-d experiences is (re)imagined in such a way that broadens access to such
writing. In this paper, I will be exploring ways in which fictocriticism, a methodology that aims to blend
creative and academic writing, can be seen as an approach to capturing the experiences of black and
white queer womxn in Stellenbosch in a manner that broadens access to understanding these experiences. The paper will also imagine ways in which fictocritism can be used to capture the complexities and
nuances of these womxn’s experiences without reducing those experiences to rigid academic jargon and
embrace the complexities and nuances in the form the writing takes.
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[Re]presenting Race, Rape and “white” justice: An auto-ethnographic study on the role of the Black
female theatre-educator in Post-Madiba South Africa
Ayanda Khala-Phiri
“What I have traced is the manner in which political violence was always gendered...” (Gqola, 2015: 50)
Via a practice as research lens, Mike Van Graan’s Green Man Flashing (2011) is presented as a story about
raced bodies, which crudely reveals the politics of bodies that matter and those that don’t. Furthermore,
is a story about two kinds of rape- the violation of a seen body in stark contrast with that of an absent
body. As a matric year prescribed text- it presents the black female theatre- educator with the challenge
of constructing meaning in ways that disrupt the normative, interrogate notions of justice as privilege
and propose theatre education as a platform upon which the text’s assertions can be fiercely contested. In
discussing my experience as theatre director, as well the implications of staging the play in the context of
FeesMustFall higher education, the research works as a means of revealing ethical questions about symbolic and institutional violence as well as the ways in which contemporary theatre education can present
the relationship between race, rape and justice- for a born free audience in post-Madiba South Africa- in
ways that construct critical engagement with the work and might be understood as curricula speaking
back to prevailing tensions around race in South Africa.
The future of African feminisms. /Miriam Makeba and Cosmo existential feminism
Palesa Mokwena
“To be or not to be is not the question but to be is much more sweeter and that could be the answer”.
Miriam Makeba.
The above statement is taken from the South African singer Miriam Makeba’s song titled “we got to make
it”, which was released during the height of apartheid in South Africa. Miriam Makeba was born on the
4th of march (1932-2008), she is better known for her role in the struggle for liberation in South Africa, using music as a tool to stage protest against an unjust system. Miriam Makeba was a political exile,
meaning that she was banned from South Africa because of her political activism; this resulted in her
moving from place to place pursuing her music and continuing to fight for human rights. This was done
in the effort to return to her place of birth, she would only return to South Africa after 30 years, this was
in 1990 when South Africa saw the release of former black president Nelson Mandela. The statement
extracted from Makeba’s song is a direct reference to the Famous European poet; William Shakespeare’s
most quoted sentence or rather, the most recognisable quote in English literature. In Shakespeare’s play
titled Hamlet, the character prince Hamlet begins his speech/ soliloquy in the middle of the play with
the opening line “To be, or not to be, that is the question”. One can say that this statement is of an existential nature, the character is contemplating suicide and he struggles to find solace, for everything about
life seems bleak. Makeba offers us a practical solution for overcoming such an existential crises, Makeba
simply states, “There is no more to be said all we can do is to be” To be is not only the answer but it is
a matter of choice, this is one of the principles in the French philosopher, Jean Paul Sartre’s existentialism, and that is, “we are condemned to choose”, choice becomes something we cannot escape. Being in
Makeba’s eyes not only becomes the answer to Prince Hamlet’s predicament, but it also becomes the most
pertinent existential answer for overcoming sexism, racism and alienation. Makeba’s statement serves as
one of the earliest examples of existential feminism in South Africa. To be becomes the answer to attaining a higher quality of existence, to be a feminist, to be a revolutionary, to be authentic, to be free.
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South African foreign policy and its implications for feminist International Relations: the legacies of
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma and Maite Nkoana-Mashabane
Siphokazi Magadla and Nica Cornell
South Africa’s foreign policy, 23 years into democracy, has been conceptually and empirically ambitious
and eventful for scholars of International Relations (IR). The government under the African National
Congress (ANC) has made substantial leaps in crafting a foreign policy agenda that has championed
peaceful resolution of conflict, multilateralism, democracy and human rights in ways that are distinctly different from the militarised and overbearing order of its apartheid predecessor. Since 1999, when
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma was appointed as the Minister of Foreign Affairs, women have been at the
helm of the country’s foreign policy leadership. Dlamini- Zuma served as foreign minister from 1999
until 2009, and Maite Nkoane-Mashabane from 2009 until the present. It is unusual, even in older
democracies, that 18 years of the country’s foreign policy agenda has been developed with two women
as ministers in foreign policy. It is thus surprising that little academic attention has been given to the
legacies of Dlamini-Zuma and Nkoane-Mashabane. Dlamini-Zuma, with the support of Nkoane-Mashabane, made history when she became the first woman to chair the African Union (AU). In 2017, out of
193 member states of the United Nations, only 27 countries are represented by women foreign ministers.
The paper examines the legacies of Dlamini-Zuma and Nkoane-Mashabane in order to suggest the implications of their tenures for feminist IR theory and practice, as well as future South African foreign policy.
We argue that the two women, like all leaders, have complicated legacies. Dlamini- Zuma can be said to
have pursued both an Africanist and feminist agenda in her tenure, which has shaped the policy framework of the organisations that she has participated in locally, regionally and continentally. She commands
a respectability that is not often afforded to women leaders. Her achievements still leave unanswered the
question of whether a different kind of woman leader, one without characteristics that are associated with
masculinity, would be able to navigate and succeed in the institutions in which Dlamini-Zuma has. We
then argue that Nkoana-Mashabane has adapted to the shifting power politics in the international political economy. She has attempted to get the ’best deal’ for South Africa’s national interest. This conceptual
ambiguity has contributed to confusion and concern about the direction of the country’s foreign policy
because of recent actions that divorce it from its record of a human rights oriented foreign policy which
has historically been lauded by feminists.
Looking at disruption within feminist and anti-rape activism
Gorata Chengeta
In this paper, I will explore disruption as a methodology within South African feminist activism. My first
case study in this exploration is #RUReferenceList. Here, I will outline the logic behind the protest and
behind the list. In doing so, I will highlight the tension between the logic of the protest and that of legal
systems which purportedly aim to address the same issue: rape. Following this, I will look at the language
and method used in the solidarity protest #Iamoneinethree. I will focus closely on the emergence of
messages such as “Kill Rapists” (written on by protesters on their bodies), and the motto “One Sjambok,
One Patriarch”. In my third case study, I will look at the #RememberKhwezi protest, highlighting how
disruption is used to evoke memory, and further, the importance of memory within feminist anti-rape
discourse. Fourthly, I will look at disruption as a form of love, focusing on UCT Trans collective’s protest
during a Rhodes Must Fall exhibition. Finally, I will look at the lessons the Trans Collective’s protest have
for feminist activism, particularly in relation to disrupting cisheteronormative narratives which dominate
anti-rape activism. In doing this, I will turn my attention to how the narratives emerging from first three
case studies exclude male rape victims as well as non-binary trans people. Additionally, my aim here is to
problematize the turn to identity politics, which done not to dismiss it but to examine its limitations.
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Women in African Cinema: Female Identity on Screen
Lizelle Bisschoff
My purpose with this paper is to address the very present and prolific, but often hidden and marginalised
presence of women in African cinema. I am particularly interested in exploring female cultural identities
on screen, and I will discuss some of the multiple representations of individual and collective identities
present in African women’s films. The image of the African woman has often been stereotyped by two
polar opposites: the image of the strong, resourceful woman as backbone of her society and ‘mother of
the nation’ on the one hand, and the African woman as silent victim, on the other hand. However, in between these two opposites there are a multitude of subject positionings, and the films by African women
depict the diversity of identities that form part of African womanhood. The multiple roles that African
women fulfil in their societies, and the different but often overlapping spheres of race, class, nationality,
ethnicity, sexuality and gender that inform their subjectivity, mean that female identity in Africa is fluid
and plural. Nationality is one, often contested and contentious, marker of identity, further informed
by the effects of tradition and modernity, sometimes in conflict but more often conflated. I will make
reference to films by Rahmatou Keita (Niger), Katy Lena Ndiaye (Senegal), Sarah Bouyain (Burkina Faso/
France), Safi Faye (Senegal), Isabelle Boni-Claverie (Ivory Coast), and Apolline Traore (Burkina Faso).
These films show how individual and personal identity exists alongside social, cultural and communal
identity, including urban, rural, diaspora and mixed-race female identities.
Towards a decolonial feminist disability studies for Southern Africa
Kharnita Mohamed
The crafting of subjectivity for people with disabilities should be grounded in an epistemology that takes
an intersectional decolonial feminist disability studies approach. People with disabilities are not a homogeneous, monolithic group and comprise multiple kinds of disability, different genders and sexualities,
racialized identities, classes and educational backgrounds. In South Africa the effects of apartheid have
radically affected the distribution of resources. Despite the perduring effects of apartheid on the majority
of black South Africans – who make up the largest category of people with disabilities- most disability
studies in South Africa is dominated by Northern epistemologies. South African disability studies shows
evidence of epistemic coloniality which ignores the importance of coloniality as part of disability experience and how the legacies of apartheid for black people produce and exacerbate disability. Further whilst
feminist disability studies is a burgeoning field in the global North, the importance of bringing feminist epistemologies to disability studies is still emergent in Southern Africa. Thus a decolonial feminist
disability studies approach will enable subjugated voices to emerge as well as allow a careful unpacking
of the intersections of at least race, gender and disability. This paper will primarily attempt to articulate
the necessity and the conceptual possibilities for a decolonial feminist disability studies for the Southern
African context.
Womanism and Critical Method in African Diaspora Writing
Brendon Nicholls
My paper explores Alice Walker’s, Clenora Weems’ and Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi’s womanist
writings as expositions of a creative and critical method. I focus on moments of ambivalence within
these womanist voices, in which matrilineal creative inheritances are complicated by lines of matrifocal
critique. Womanism, in this sense, proceeds through quandaries of origin and dilemmas of development.
I relate such complexities of self- positioning to Kleinian object-relations theory, in which a schizoid
political relation to the object adapts to accommodate ambivalence.
I argue that such ambivalence is a key critical method within Walker’s thought, in particular. Thus, I position womanist ambivalence not as an indecisive, unfocused politics, but instead as a multivalent form of
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relation (for instance, to vernacular culture, to feminism, to decolonizing struggle, to intergenerational
obligation). I argue that womanism’s embrace is productively conflictual. It seeks to transform what it
accommodates, and thereby aims to reconstitute community on non-racist and non-sexist lines.
The re-articulation of a holistic African female subjectivity in Koleka Putuma’s Collective Amnesia
Manthipe Moila
In her paper, “Nego-Feminism: Theorizing, Practicing, and Pruning Africa’s Way”, Obioma Nnaemeka
introduces ‘nego-feminism’. Nnaemeka states that in the first instance, “nego-feminism is the feminism
of negotiation” (377). Secondly, it is “no ego feminism” (377). In this type of feminism, resistance is not
merely about defiance, opposition and confrontation. It is also about compromise, about knowing how
to practically navigate patriarchal terrain. Though Nnaemeka’s paper is largely about epistemology, and
the necessary marriage between African feminist writing and African feminist practice, ‘nego-feminism’
offers insight into the strategic and delicate elements of African feminism. Using this understanding of
feminism, as well as drawing from other feminisms, I will argue that Koleka Putuma’s Collective Amnesia
seeks to capture not only resistance and defiance against a heterosexist and patriarchal society; but also
the moments of extreme vulnerability, compromise and negotiation inscribed in this defiance. The collection operates from an intersectional point of view while also expanding on other aspects of life such as love,
heartbreak and mental illness, showing that African female identity should not be reduced to an identity in
perpetual protest. I argue that in doing so, she renders an African female subjectivity holistically.
The politics of erasure and exposure of the black female bodies in site-specific performances. Discussing Woman in a Passage (2014) by Pumelela Nqelenga and the emergence of Rock to The Core (2017)
by Mamela Nyamza, Chuma Sopotela, Buhlebezwe Siwani and Zikhona Jacobs.
Pumelela ‘Push’ Nqelenga
This paper will look at two site – specific performances that begin to articulate the black female performing body as testimony and experience in art works that welds performance and the lived experiences as
reality. The paper views site-specific performances as triggers for discourse to collide and converse in a
struggle to make meaning of ourselves and how we relate to specific spaces in South Africa. Woman in a
Passage and the birth of Rock to The Core begin to speak back to the politics of erasure and exposure that
black female bodies experience in site specific performances. The lines between performance and lived
experienced are blurred in a space where the black female body is in constant state of danger because of
erasure (invisibility) and the vulnerability of exposure (visibility). The paper will speak to my positionality as a black female performer in Woman in a Passage (2014) and as social media witness to the ‘performance’ of the four women who are in the process of creating Rock to the Core (2017).
Demolishing the mountain within: Debunking patriarchy and Self-reflexivity in African women’s
writing
Susan Adaora Okpala
The African woman’s back is metaphorically burdened by six mountains namely foreign intrusions, traditional structures, women’s backwardness, man (patriarchy), her race, and most importantly “herself ”
(Ogundipe-Leslie, 1994:28). These mountains unquestionably contribute to the subjugation of African
women and frustrate their attempts at extricating themselves from the beleaguering entanglements of
patriarchal oppression.
The argument is that, to successfully shatter the other shackles of oppression which encumber her
progress, the African woman must demolish the sixth mountain which is herself. To do this, she has to
expunge her psyche of centuries of ingrained ideologies of patriarchy, gender hierarchy and retrogressive
gender constructs.
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Using this premise as a point of departure, this paper examines the works of Chimamanda Adichie and
Kagiso Lesego Molope with the aim of interrogating how they simultaneously tackle the insidiousness of
gender violence and abuse while criticising women’s collaborative role in their own oppression. Therefore, I explore both writers’ representation of women’s role (either as mothers, sisters or mothers-in-law)
in the patriarchal subjugation of women through the discussion of feminist themes such as ageism, the
romanticisation of marriage, victimisation of women due to childlessness, widowhood practices, patriarchal enablement, and rape apologism.
This paper argues that in spite of the significant achievements of African feminism(s), women’s collaboration with patriarchal systems in both private and public spaces, especially within the family continues to
decelerate the eradication of sexism and the achievement of gender equality. Therefore, it suggests a more
introspective and self-reflexive approach to African feminist thought and discourse.
African Feminist Futures: Fashioning Life in a Neoliberal World
Miriam Kilimo
Neoliberal projects, often used to refer to market based initiatives implemented at the expense of social
welfare, have been blamed for impoverishing certain individuals, while enriching the holders of capital. On the African continent, neoliberal projects starting with the structural adjustment programs of
the 1980s, resulted in some individuals benefitting from new market based initiatives, while disrupting
others’ livelihoods through reduced employment opportunities, high cost of living, and decreased public
services such as education and health. Nevertheless, a section of scholars attempt to move beyond this
propensity to condemn neoliberalism, to focusing on how neoliberalism has improved the lives of individuals. In line with this move, I use this paper to illustrate how African feminist theory and experiences
encode how life can be lived in a neoliberal sphere. Because African feminist thought has been fashioned
in response to the effects of colonial and postcolonial capital accumulation, precursors to neoliberal state
policies, the framework has long imagined how to navigate degenerating and unstable environments. In
the Kenyan context, neoliberalism has often arisen in tandem with legal policies and human rights discourses that increase opportunities for women in political, economic, and social spheres. Drawing upon
the framework of African feminisms and the example of Kenyan women, I argue that African women
have provided a roadmap to the rebirth of life through not only capitalizing on legal precedents that open
new avenues for social, economic and political growth, but also through advocating for the cultivation of
a habitus based on ‘community.’
Re-imagining African feminism through the Afro futuristic lens.
Tshepiso Maleswena
The origins of black/African women’s feminism has been rooted in the particular intersecting struggles
that black woman face. The political, social and economic challenges faced by black men are heightened
for black women because of their gender and as such black women with and without the classification of
being feminists have been at the forefront of fighting the various systems oppression that have confronted
them for centuries, even pre-dating the advent of the white women’s feminist uprising. With the progression of time comes nuance to the character of the black feminist, an awakening of imagination that taps
into and combines science fiction, African history, African spirituality, technology and magic. Feminism
through Afrofuturism takes the inexplicable mysticism of African spiritual rituals, black women’s bodies
that they have been shamed for, black women being called witches and sorcerers and draws in elements
of science and science fiction to create a futuristic identity.
Feminism through Afrofuturism strives to reimagine black woman beyond their struggles, beyond their
marginalization and propels them into a world where they exist outside of the binaries and confines that
black people have historically been placed in. In a world where the positive depiction of fantasy and imagination has been largely male and white, seeing black women as aliens and androids sends the powerful
message that black women are as fluid as time and that they seamlessly weave their present and past to
bring about a complex and reimagined future.
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The Message of Misogyny in Hip-Hop Music and its Gender Dynamics
Mamaputle Boikanyo
Hip-hop music is a pervasive music genre that is extremely powerful and influential in our contemporary
globalized world. It is important to note that the style of hip-hop birthed and developed by Black Americans is not the only style consumed across the world, as other cultural groups within other nations have
managed to embrace and reinvent hip-hop within their local contexts. Basic elements of hip-hop music
thus seem to be universal enough to allow non-Western nations to adopt hip-hop and situate it into their
own discrete cultural settings. Hip-hop music has thus certainly made its mark as a popular mode of
expression in the context of the global village.
With Hip-hop being such a pervasive and influential musical genre among societies, it is important that
we try to understand the messages that it conveys through its language and poetry. Over the years, one
of the messages that the genre has been accused of conveying is one of misogyny. The content of hip-hop
music and music videos tends to present its consumers with images that portray the dichotomy between
men and women. It offers portrayals of women proffered by male voices, which depict women (especially
black women) as scantily clad ‘gold-diggers’, bitches and hoes who are dependent on men for a desirable social status. Society is generally misogynistic, but hip-hop’s influential nature caters itself to certain
audiences when it speaks on certain people, that is women, and thus influences attitudes that impose on
female identity and the way societies treat and respond to women. My research will involve exploring misogyny in Hip-hop by critically examining the style of hip-hop music, especially the language used in it.
Furthermore, I will expand, in my research, on the monopolization of hip-hop by men and the assertion
of hip-hop by female artists.
Ekhaya nasemzini1: Negotiating home in Noni Jabavu’s life narratives Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts and The Ochre People
Athambile Masola
Noni Jabavu published two memoirs in her lifetime: Drawn in Colour: African Contrasts and The Ochre
People (1960 and 1963 respectively). Both these life narratives raise questions about the intersectionality
of gender, race, class, and geopolitics within the context of apartheid South Africa. Jabavu’s work has
received scant scholarly attention and her contribution has largely been erased from the literary and the
historical landscape and the reasons for this are varied and at times simply conjecture. Noni Jabavu’s
privileged position as someone who came from an elite family, studied abroad, travelled abroad extensively, became a British citizen by marriage, established a career as a writer, editor and broadcaster at
the BBC; sits uncomfortably in the nationalist discourse of South Africa. Unlike her counterparts who
were also publishing in the 1960s—Eskia Mphahlele, Peter Abrahams and Lewis Nkosi to name a few—
Jabavu’s stint abroad was not a result of exile and political conviction. This paper will explore notions
of home and belonging through the lens of Jabavu’s life and writing. Jabavu brings into question the
complexities surrounding the simple idea of home. Jabavu’s writing also brings into question the idea of
umzi: when Xhosa women are married, the home of the in-laws is referred to as emzini (this could be the
physical home or the country). Jabavu makes reference to her own umzi as well as her sister’s experiences
who lived in Uganda after she married. Home is a taken-for- granted space but Jabavu’s life writing calls
into question the geopolitical and cultural nature of home.
These are Xhosa words denoting the contention about home. Ekhaya refers to one’s own home and emzini is the home of the in-laws. The latter is only particular for married women in the Xhosa culture.
1
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‘Defining Ambiguity’:Theorising a politics of affectivity in contemporary South Africa through Mary
Sibande’s ‘Sophie’.
Erin de Kock
The imaginary life of Sophie is collated through a series of human scale sculptures – moulded on Sibande herself. The story of ‘Sophie’ has typically been one of a domestic worker who finds sanctuary in
dreams; where she emancipates herself from her oppressive reality. Through the persona of ‘Sophie,’
Sibande crafts an ‘inner space’- one of agency and empowerment. This enables her to probe and distort
the socio-political ‘definitions’ placed upon Black women’s bodies in post-colonial, post -Apartheid South
Africa. In this paper, I am less concerned with the conventional narrative of Sophie as a space of possibility and refuge. Rather, I will be reading Sophie within the African feminist frameworks posited by
Black feminist writers Patricia Hill Collins and Pumla Gqola. My paper then tasks itself with exploring
the possibility of writing about Sophie in relation to notions of ambiguity and lived experience, including
that of my own- as a white, twenty-one-year-old South African woman. The figure of Sophie, the ‘mammified’ South African domestic worker was and is still prominent in my life. In acknowledging that my
experience with this ‘Sophie figure’ is not an isolated one, my discussion is intended to be representative
enough to apply to others who have grown up in the same privileged setting as I. In claiming the place of
affectivity; acknowledging how these encounters make us feel, I hope this discussion becomes an exercise
in understanding, contributing to a greater social justice, rather than that of an exercise of self-reflection.
Queering Domestic Space and Reproductive Time in Zoë Wicomb’s “Mrs Pringle’s Bed”
Jenny B. du Preez
This paper provides a queer, feminist reading of Zoë Wicomb’s short story, “Mrs Pringle’s Bed”, from
the collection The One That Got Away. Wicomb has always included gender critique in her works, as
has been widely recognised by critics writing on her first novel, David’s Story. Not much, however, has
been done to address this theme in The One That Got Away; nor has there been, to my knowledge, much
attention paid specifically to Wicomb’s problematisation of heteronormativity. “Mrs Pringle’s Bed” takes
as its subject the eponymous Mrs Pringle’s attempt to reconfigure her household during the transition
period in South Africa, between the unbanning of the ANC and the first democratic elections in 1994.
She does this by ‘taking to bed’ and abandoning her wifely and domestic duties, which ultimately has the
effect of getting her husband to leave and installing her maid, Annie, as her new companion. As Susan
Marais argues, in setting up this “alternative domestic arrangement [...] Mrs Pringle escapes both the
oppressive yoke of heteronormative domesticity and of a supposedly superior lineage”. I examine this
process through the lens of Judith/Jack Halberstam’s ideas about queer time and space from In a Queer
Time and Place, since Mrs Pringle might be seen to queer the domestic space, even if she does not enact a
queer sexuality per se, and resist heteronormative notions of reproductive, family time in her attempt to
become “free of history”.
A song in the night: the feminist ordeals of Norah Mumba
Ranka Primorac
In the late 1980s, the University of Zambia librarian Norah Mumba lost her husband to a long illness.
Her experience of bereavement and the dispossession it entailed (when her husband’s family took away
most of her physical property in the name of ‘tradition’) is narrated in the 1992 memoir A Song in the
Night. The paper will treat this book as an African feminist manifesto, and will discuss the emancipatory
potential inherent in the text’s construction of gendered subjectivity, religion and time.
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Towards eradicating domestic violence in Nigeria: The peace education option
Chibuzor Nwobueze and James Okolie-Osemene
The menace of violence in family relations has become one of the main sources of fatalities in home
settings across the country. Despite being the first agent of socialisation across the world, there has been
an incremental wave of media reports on the trends of confrontations usually occasioned by intimate
partner violence and incompatible goals in the family institution. Most media reports have shown that
religious issues, infidelity, disobedience, poor ethical considerations, dispute over finances, sorcery,
intolerance and communication breakdown in the family settings sustain the atmosphere of violence and
negative peace which affect the larger society in different ways. The paper generated data from media
reports by 10 different national dailies namely Vanguard, Punch, Nigerian Tribune, The Nation, Daily
Trust, Daily Sun, Daily Independent, Thisday, Leadership and The Guardian; four key informant interviews with information retrieval analysts involved in the mapping of violent deaths at Nigeria Watch; and
secondary materials in analysing the sources of violence in family relations with emphasis on the areas in
which women and children are directly affected by domestic violence. Findings show that informal peace
education and timely third party intervention by mediation centres would eradicate this ugly trend by
shaping people’s perceptions on family relations to translate into positive peace and mutual respect. We
conclude that while stakeholders address the problem of patriarchy which affects women, peace culture
remains an unparalleled antidote to domestic violence in Nigeria especially when adopted as a way of life
at the family level.
Patriarchy Masked as Decoloniality: Problematizing ‘Decolonial’ Masculinist Critiques of Intersectionality
Marzia Milazzo
This paper takes to task recent critiques of Kimberlé Crenshaw’s theory of intersectionality produced in
decolonial philosophy by male scholars. It examines Ramon Grosfoguel and Sandew Hira’s talk “Decolonizing Intersectionality,” delivered at UNISA in August 2016 as part of the Africa Decolonial Research
Network, Hira’s essay “A Decolonial Critique of Intersectionality,” and Tommy Curry’s talks “The Limits
of the Intersectional Axiom” and “Intersectionality on Decolonial Trial,” placing these against Crenshaw’s
own writings on intersectionality. While these critiques present themselves as decolonial and antiracist, I argue that they misrepresent and decontextualize the theory of intersectionality and, in doing so,
ironically replicate the logics of colourblindness as well as collude with white feminists’ appropriations of
intersectionality. The arguments that Curry, Grosfoguel, and Hira put forth not only misrepresent Crenshaw’s understanding of intersectionality, but also silence the interlocking systems of oppression experienced by women of colour that the theory of intersectionality gives voice to.
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Sharlene Khan. I Make Art.
I Make art
Sharlene Khan

I Make art

Sharlene Khan

Book Launch, Friday 21 July 2017
Fine Arts Department, Gallery
I Make Art (2017)
Publisher: Sharlene Khan
Editors: Sharlene Khan & Fouad Asfour
Texts: Betty Govinden, Fouad Asfour, Nicola Lauré al-Samarai, Peace Kiguwa, Sharlene Khan,
Yvette Greslé
The artist book I Make Art is a collection of essays, performative writings and artwork that
engages the artwork of South African visual artist Sharlene Khan from 2011 – 2017. Khan’s work
incorporates a range of media that focus on the socio-political realities of a post-apartheid society and the intersectionality of race-gender-class. She uses masquerading as a postcolonial strategy to interrogate her South African heritage, as well as the constructedness of identity via rote
education, art discourses, historical narratives and popular culture. Written contributions include a contemplative poem by Betty Govinden, a creative response by Nicola Lauré al-Samarai
and essays by Yvette Greslé, Peace Kiguwa and Fouad Asfour, including performative writings by
Sharlene Khan based on her theory of radical negativity inspired by the work of black feminist
Sara Ahmed on being a ‘feminist killjoy’, ‘willfull’ and ‘on being the problem’. The publication of
this book was made possible through funding from the National Arts Council of South Africa.

BEING HERE, BECOMING HER
Exhibition opening, Friday 21 July, 18.30h
Fine Arts Department, Gallery

Mimi Cherono Ng’ok, Chebet and Chemu in the Garden, 2013

!Kauru African Contemporary Art in conversation with Rhodes University’s 2017 ‘Six Mountains
on her Back’: (Re)reading African Feminisms Colloquium, presents a second iteration of the travelling exhibition Being Her(e): Meditations on African Femininities curated by Refilwe Nkomo and
Thato Mogotsi.

Featuring a selection of works by female artists from Africa and its diaspora - including Aida
Muluneh (Ethiopia), Alex Mawimbi (Kenya), Dineo Seshee Bopape (SA), Lebohang Kganye
(SA), Mimi Cherono Ng’ok (Kenya), Nandipha Mnthambo (SA), Phoebe Boswell (Kenya),
Zanele Muholi (SA), Zohra Opoku (Ghana), and the female collective Salooni Collective (Uganda). This installation will also include additional works and performative interventions by
Rhodes staff and students, namely: Heidi Sincuba (SA), Erin de Kock (SA), Khwezi Zungu (SA),
Samkela Stampe (SA) and Akissi Beukman (SA) (co-curated by Buhle Siwendu and Sharlene
Khan).
In proposing the new title: Being Here, Becoming Her - the exhibition shifts its focus on the
notion of femininity and African feminisms as of themselves constantly evolving yet maintains a
negotiation of the female body – it’s historicalisation and problematization – as one that is both
authored by society and simultaneously self-aesthetised, choosing to articulate its presence and
impact.
The exhibition continues to reflect on the act of myth-making in relation to the female body,
embodying and performing womxn and female interiority as it relates to the various visualised
themes addressed including gender, agency, subjectivity, memory, belonging, sexuality, hair and
identity.
About !Kauru African Contemporary Art
The !Kauru African Contemporary Art aims to promote conversations in Africa and internationally that change perceptions of the continent through contemporary art. It provides a
platform for African contemporary artists and cultural practitioners to engage with a showcase
of contemporary art from the continent. The project is focused on dialogue around social and
economic cohesion, transformation and access within the creative sectors in South Africa but
also across the continent to strengthen engagement and build sustained relationships with creatives in countries around the African continent. The project began in 2012, over the past 5 years,
!Kauru Contemporary African Art has exhibited over 100 artists from over 20 African countries.
!Kauru African Contemporary Art Project is made possible through the generous support of the
Department of Arts and Culture - International Relations with additional support from Constitution Hill, ProHelvetia and the Swiss Development Corporation, Business and Arts South
Africa, WITS School of the Arts, WITS Student Development Unit and the Visual Arts Network
of South Africa (VANSA).
The conversation with Rhodes University’s 2017 ‘Six Mountains on her Back’: (Re)reading African
Feminisms Colloquium is made possible through the NRF and Andrew Mellon funded research
project Art on our Mind run by Dr Sharlene Khan.
Being Her(e): Meditations on African Femininities had its inuagural exhibition at the Women’s
Gaol and Old Fort Ramparts at Constitution Hill in Johannesburg from 10 May – 9 June 2017
and will travel to Launda, angola in November 2017 under the curatorship of Paula Nascimento
(Angola) and Violet Nantume (Uganda).
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List of Artworks
ALEX MAWIMBI
Self Portrait, 2011
Digital Video Projection
Duration: 1 min 14 sec
This work is a chronological transgression through a life to date, based on the recollection of memory
that photography provides. The photographic act itself being a deconstruction of a moment in time; this
past present moment that holds an architectural facade up to a living present in the short video presents
an existential deviance throughout the digital mediums and our current technological statements.
DINEO SESHEE BOPAPE
Silent Performance, 2008
80 Slides and Slide Projector
Dimensions variable
In this slide installation, created nearly a decade ago, the artist manages to confront the complex question
of gender normativity through a kind of empowered playfulness and whimsy that is a recognisable trope
in much of her early career video works. Donning an exaggerated costume (sock-stuffed male underwear
and fake facial hair) Bopape takes a humorous look at the norms for appearance, behaviour and attitude.
The repetitve imagery of her semi-nude figure dancing with curious props subverts not only the notion
of gender convention but also our implicit gaze into the artist’s performed psyche.
GHADA AMER
Silver Girl, RFGA, 2015
Acrylic and Embroidery on Canvas
106.7 x 106.7 cm
‘I believe that all women should like their bodies and use them as tools of seduction,’ Amer has stated
about the thematics of her work. In her well-known erotic embroideries, she at once rejects oppressive
laws set in place to govern women’s attitudes toward their bodies and repudiates first-wave feminist
theory that the body must be denied to prevent victimisation. By depicting explicit sexual acts with the
delicacy of needle and thread, their significance assumes a tenderness absent within simple objectification. Amer continuously allows herself to explore the dichotomies of an uneasy world and confronts the
language of hostility and finality with unsettled narratives of longing and love.
NANDIPHA MNTAMBO
…everyone carries a shadow I, …everyone carries a shadow III, …everyone carries a shadow IV, 2013
Archival pigment ink on semi-matte photo paper, 300gsm
104 x 90.5 cm, 104 x 95 cm, 67.5 x 124 cm
This rarely exhibited body of work (commissioned for the Pirelli Project on the occasion of the 2013
Joburg Art Fair) combines Mntambo’s ongoing interest in Greek and Roman sculpture and mythology
with her examination of modern dance as a mode of contemporary artistic practice. The work has its
roots in her much renowned 2011 video Paso Doble, in which we witness a dance that evolved out of
bullfighting traditions where the male figure represents the bullfighter and the female represents the red
cape the fighter uses to entice the bull. For this series, Mntambo herself danced with choreographer and
dancer Mpho Masilela to create a performance that plays with paradoxical desires and tensions around
the masculine and feminine aspects of herself and her male dance partner. As the artist explains: ‘My

desire for this project was to find a male double who was similar in build, height and complexion to me
so that, in a performance and in images, we would appear interchangeable. Then, using myself as the
primary object of the photographic series, the camera functions not only as a device for documenting
movement, but simultaneously occupies the roles of performance stage and audience.’
TABITA REZAIRE
Sorry for real, 2015
Holographic projection
Dimensions Variable
Sorry for real is a virtual apology on behalf of the western world. Trying to provide an apology for genocide, slavery, colonialism, segregatiown, apartheid, and the exploitation of black and indigenous bodies,
and the current heritage of the colonial matrix of power that is capitalism, white supremacy, and hetero-patriarchy, this work questions the apology forgiveness narrative. What is the function of an apology?
Who benefits from the apology? What power structures are hidden behind our apologetic age?
PHOEBE BOSWELL
The Lizard Within Us, 2015
Prologue,2015
Looped Film
Duration: 6 min 7 secs
The Lizard of Unmarriedness (It’s All About How You Tell It), 2015
Looped Film
Duration: 23 min 30 secs
Epilogue, 2015
Looped Film
Duration: 6 min 7 secs
The Lizards Within Us is a multi-sensory installation in which Boswell uses film, drawing, sound, and
interactive sculpture to examine how storytelling, nuance, and language aid our personal predilections
towards belief. In this iteration the central film The Lizard of Unmarriedness (It’s All About How You Tell
It) is the starting point in which the artist begins to narrate her tale, one that is based her time spent in
Zanzibar, researching the island’s prevalent belief in an ulterior ‘spirit world’. Based on her desire to progress with her research from a more honest vantage point in relation to these delicate thematics, Boswell
then sought to place herself within the work, and explore the frailties within her own body, in order to
make a true and valid work about belief. Through various gaps in Boswell’s narrative, all sorts of illusions
and beliefs can begin to emerge from her initial encounter with the witchdoctor who first mentions ‘the
lizard’ spirit. The installation invites a consideration of belief and human frailty and what it is that gives
us the impulse to believe. Epilogue acts as the final paragraph to Boswell’s tale and the viewer is left to
discern what they make of the story.
ZANELE MUHOLI
Closer to my heart I – V, 2005
Lambda Prints
800 x 600 mm & 600 x 800 mm
Muholi’s work is without precedent in South Africa, where there are very few instances of black women
openly portraying female same-sex practices. As a gender and sexual rights activist, and as a photographer, she confronts the notion that lesbian practices are alien to African cultures, and offers a radical
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break from stereotypical narratives about black female sexualities. She succeeds in transgressing the
taboos surrounding black female same-sex practices because of her intimate relationships in these
communities, negotiating the boundaries through trust and respect. Her photographs offer a view from
the inside, a personal perspective on the challenges facing black lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and
intersex (LGBTI) people in the townships and other communities.
AIDA MULUNEH
Fragments, Fragments Part Two, The Morning Bride Postcards from Asmara, 2016
Archival Digital Prints
80 x 80 cm each
From The World is 9 series
Living in Addis Ababa for the past nine years has been a lesson; a lesson in humility, and a lesson in
what it means to return to a land that was foreign to me. Over the past nine years, an expression of my
grandmother has stuck in my mind – she would say, “The world is 9, it is never complete and it’s never
perfect.” I thought it was interesting, but it wasn’t until much later as an adult that her voice echoed in
my thoughts of whether we can live in this world with full contentment. In this world, we are idealists
seeking perfection but living in a reality which does not afford us that balance. Life is unpredictable and
imperfect – we must conquer these challenges with strength and endurance because the world within us
and the world knocking on our door, bears the unknown future.
Regardless, through these experiences, I was inspired to create 28 new pieces of work. Each image is an
exploration of questions about life, love, and history. I am not seeking answers but asking provocative
questions about the life that we live – as people, as nations, as beings. I have chosen to continue working
on body painting, which is inspired by traditional body art from across Africa. Each work is a reflection
conscious and sub-conscious manifestations of time and space.
		
LEBOHANG KGANYE
Pied Piper’s Voyage, 2014
Animated Film
Duration: 3 min 26 secs
Kganye’s animated film Pied Piper’s Voyage (derived from the photographic series Ke Lefa Laka (2013)
exists as a performative expression. The artist’s grandfather passed away before her birth and through
the film she imagines where they meet, the only living entity herself – in character as her grandfather dressed in a replica suit, as seen in many of her family’s photo archive, weaving a fictitious narrative from
cut out elements and flat pack figures from his imagined life. Kganye writes: ‘As a young woman enacting
a patriarchal figure in a family, I address the shift in my role as a woman, having to be the provider and
protector of a family since my mum’s death, by assuming the role of a man that most of the women in my
family have had to take on because of the absent father figures. So we have had to learn to become these
roles and by taking on the personal of my grandfather, I also perform a degree of masculinity associated
with certain provisional roles.’
From the series: Ke Lefa Laka (Her-story):
Re shapa setepe sa lenyalo II, 2013
Inkjet Print on Cotton rag, 42 x 29.7 cm
Setupung sa kwana hae II, 2013
Inkjet Print on Cotton rag, 42 x 29.7 cm
Jwang bae hae II, 2013
Inkjet Print on Cotton rag, 29.7 x 42 cm
Kwana borayeng Phadima II, 2013
Inkjet Print on Cotton rag, 29.7 x 42 cm
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MIMI CHERONO NG’OK
Chebet and Chemu, 2013
Photographic Print on Paper
Chemu, 2008
Photographic Print on Paper
SALOONI COLLECTIVE
The Surviving Supremacy Black Girl Swirl Hair Tutorial, 2016
Looped film
Duration: 4 mins 19 secs
Salooni Portrait Project, 2016
Canvas Print
ZOHRA OPOKU
Debie, 2017
Screenprint on Canvas & Cotton, Black Tea Dye, Thread, Acrylic
140 x 230 cm
HEIDI SINCUBA
Ngadalwa Nginje: Enter, Stumble, Fall, Break, Stop, Exit, 2017
Performance, video, sound, text
Underlined by the artist’s personal engagement with mental health, particularly amongst people of colour, this largely intuitive performance takes the artist’s trademark ritualistic performance style. The artist
intends to play with the audience’s ideas of fact, narrative and authorship. The absurdist and somewhat
comedic script is the artist’s interpretation of an existing traditional performance.
AKISSI BEUKMAN
Bound, 2017
Performance
The nature of this skin is to burn in the spaces I walk, the spaces I speak, the spaces I breathe or rather cannot breathe. Bound navigates the stickiness of the white gaze and the politics of my black female
body, and furthermore, the inability of my work to be seen as something other than the conjunction of
the personal and the political. Regardless of my own reflective positionality, my work is always primarily
questioned in relation to my identity. Is it fantastical to ponder the separation as an artist from my own
body? The art I make has become more focused on my blackness and my womxnliness, and naturalised
as thus, as opposed to it being self-directed. It is problematic to negate my own voice in my art based on
my struggles in the world. The particularities of my work are lost in my skin and I become a part of a
political world instead of a critical world. The nature of my work then becomes relational as opposed to
original. This artwork represents these struggles and the intricate and painful ways I have to deal with
them. I am black, a womxn and an artist.
ERIN DE KOCK
Tables are made for glasses, not arses, 2017
Performance
Tea time. We gather around the table. These are happy occasions. And so here we are, listening to the
tinkle of the teaspoons on white tea-cups. How hard we work to keep the occasion happy, to keep the
surface clean. We must smile, sit in our assigned places, sip quietly, sit up straight and avoid unhappy
topics. We must keep the occasion happy.
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KHWEZI ZUNGU
Revery, 2017
Performance
Revery (noun)
1. Daydream
2. The condition or state of being lost in thought
SAMKELA STAMPER
Labasikati, 2013-2017
Mixed media
Labasikati (a Swazi word for “These Women”) started as a movement initiated by Samkela in 2013 after
launching her book Not for all the Apples, Peanut Butter & Jam at the National Arts Festival the same
year. The book is a memoir that explores the notion of single parenthood, as well as womanhood as a
whole, and the fact that there are more that 9 million women in South Africa who are raising children
alone and begs the question: Where Are The Fathers? This work evolved into The DOEK DIALOGUES
that translated into conversations with single mothers in the arts industry. Out of those poignant conversations came a documentary and a movement of more than a 120 women called THIS WOMAN’S
WORK. These women reside in Eastern Cape, Mpumalanga, Limpompo, Swaziland, Mozambique and
parts of the United Kingdom.
In 2014, the work evolved into an artistic process work called THIS WOMAN’S WORK that has been
and will continue to be process work that looks closely at the journey women walk especially in their
artistic forms. Stamper is preoccupied with women, the space they occupy and their role in society and
the ways in which they view the world and more curiously; how the world views women. With this work,
Stamper attempts to write names of women, remembered and forgotten in the countless handmade
ceramic buttons sewn into the quilt with thousands of beads collected from rural women over the years.
The work is a collaboration between Stamper and Judith, a Zimbabwean ‘seamstress’. This work is continuously in progress, and is currently a 60-block quilt that pays homage to the more than 20 000 women
who marched to the Union buildings in 1956 (and women who came before that). Labasikati seals the
pact of womanhood. It is THIS WOMAN’S WORK, attesting that the brave and beautiful ones continue
to pave the way, marching on, walking bravely, beautifully, together, telling our stories as women… for a
cause that will hopefully count in history and be told… in another 60 years to come.
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Biographies
Danai Mupotsa is a feminist scholar, writer, mother and teacher. She lectures in the Department of
African Literature at the University of the Witwatersrand. She completed a PhD in the same department. Danai also holds an MSoc. Sci in Gender Studies, and a BSoc. Sci, Hons in Gender and
Transformation from the University of Cape Town. Danai was awarded her BA by Luther College in
2004, where she studied Africana Studies and Women’s Studies. Danai is working on several book
manuscripts, all generally concerned with forms or relations of intimacy through lenses such as love
and lack.
Yvette Abrahams is a feminist academic, economic historian and organic farmer. She has written
on African-black feminist perspectives, colonialism and slavery, particularly on the life narratives of
Sarah Baartman, and more recently the politics of food. She is the founder of Khoelife.
Betty Govinden is a literary and educational scholar and poet. She is the author of the award-winning book Sister Outsiders – Representation of Identity and Difference in Selected South African Indian
Women’s Writings (Unisa Press, 2008) and A Time Of Memory – Reflections On South African Writing
(Solo Collective 2008).
Pumla Dineo Gqola is a feminist author and Professor of African Literature at Wits. She works on
African feminist imagination, slave memory, Black Consciousness literature, postcolonial literatures
and cultures, post-apartheid public culture and feminist sexualities. She holds MA degrees from the
Universities of Cape Town and Warwick, and a PhD from the University of Munich. Her books are:
What is slavery to me? Postcolonial/slave memory in post-apartheid South Africa (2010), A Renegade
called Simphiwe (2013) and the Sunday Times Alan Paton Award for Non-Fiction winner for 2016,
Rape: A South African Nightmare (2015). Her latest book, Reflecting Rogue: inside the mind of a feminist is due out in August 2017.
M. Neelika Jayawardane is Associate Professor of English at the State University of New York-Oswego, and an Honorary Research Associate at the Centre for Indian Studies in Africa (CISA), University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa). She is a founding member of the online magazine, Africa is
a Country, where she was Senior Editor and contributor from 2010-2016. Her scholarly publications
focus on the nexus between South African literature, photography, and the transnational/transhistorical implications of colonialism and apartheid on the body. She is working two projects: the first
is a book project on the Afrapix Collective, “South Africa’s only anti-apartheid photography agency”;
her second project focuses on art produced as a vital part of contemporary student-activists’ movements in South Africa. Among her published texts, Jayawardane recently contributed the introductory essay for the South Africa pavilion’s 57th Venice Biennale catalogue, and essays for The Walther
Collection’s publication (2017) and other artists’ catalogues. Her writing is featured in Transition,
Aperture, Al Jazeera English, Contemporary&, Art South Africa, Contemporary Practices: Visual Art
from the Middle East, Even Magazine, and Research in African Literatures.

As a writer, performer, and poet, Siphokazi Jonas has written, produced, and performed in three
one-woman poetry shows. She has featured in poetry sessions and theatre productions in Cape
Town and Johannesburg. Her most recent work explores the intergenerational tensions and concerns
of black women in rural and urban spaces in South Africa. Jonas is a Teaching Assistant at UCT;
here she lectures on the history of South African performance poetry. In 2016 she was the runner-up
of the prestigious Sol Plaatje European Union Poetry Award and was nominated for a Word and
Sound Award for Best Poetry Showcase.
Sharlene Khan is a South African visual artist and scholar. Khan works in a range of media
which focus on the intersectionality of race, gender and class and the socio-political realities of a
post-apartheid, post-colonial society. She uses masquerading as a decolonising strategy to interrogate her South African heritage, as well as the constructedness of identity via rote education, art
discourses, historical narratives and popular culture. She holds a PhD in Arts from Goldsmiths,
University of London. She is currently a Senior Lecturer in Art History and Visual Culture at Rhodes
University and runs the NRF and Mellon funded visual arts project Art on Our Mind.
Thato Mogotsi is an independent curator based in Johannesburg, with a particular interest in photography and the visual archive. She studied photojournalism and documentary photography at the
Market Photo Workshop, and went on to work as a picture researcher and photo-editor in South
African media houses. Mogotsi has curated exhibitions at the University of the Witwatersrand,
Goethe-on-Main, and the Johannesburg Art Gallery. She is currently co-director at ROOM Gallery,
an independent project space that is focused on collaboration and interdisciplinary dialogue with
young, emerging artists in the global south and its diasporas.
Thando Njovane is a PhD candidate who manages Finding Africa and dabbles in poetry and other
dark arts.
Refilwe Nkomo is a multimedia artist, educator, curator and activist producing interventions using
various mediums including performance, video and text interweaving political and personal narratives. She is the co-founder of We Are Here (WAH), a non-profit organization working with men
and boys to dismantle gender based violence and a partner at !Kauru Contemporary African Art.
She holds an MA in Arts and Politics from New York University and her work has been presented in
New York, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Rio de Janeiro and across South Africa. She is interested in memory
and the archive, home, identity, gender, blackness and citizenship.
Lynda Gichanda Spencer is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of English at Rhodes University.
Her research and teaching interests include contemporary women’s writing, Popular Literature in
Africa, African Women’s Writing, Eastern African Literary and Cultural Studies and Narratives of
War. She is also the Principal Investigator for an Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Programme titled
Urban Connections in African Popular Imaginaries and co-editor of the journal Eastern African Literary and Cultural Studies.
Buhle Siwendu is a visual artist with a passion of becoming a curator. She obtained her undergraduate and B- tech at Walter Sisulu University. She has assisted as co-curator in three of Walter Sisulu
Fine Art Exhibitions held at the National Arts Festival. In 2017, she graduated with a Honours in Art
History and Visual Culture at Rhodes University, and is currently persuing a Master’s degree in Art
History focusing on negative patriarchal stereotypes of Black single mothers.
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Artist biographies
Aida Muluneh
Ethiopian born Muluneh has lived in Yemen, Cyprus, Canada, UK and the US. She graduated from the
Communication Department of Howard University, Washington D.C, with a major in Film (2000) and is
the recipient of the European Union Prize in the Rencontres Africaines de la Photographie, in Bamako,
Mali (2007) and in 2010 won the CRAF International Award of Photography in Spilimbergo, Italy. She
is the founder and director of the Addis Foto Fest and curates and develops cultural projects with global
institutions through her company DESTA (Developing and Educating Society Through Art) For Africa
Creative Consulting PLC (DFA) in Addis Ababa.
Alex Mawimbi
Alex Mawimbi (born 1981, Kenya), lives and works in Rotterdam. She has a Master of Fine Arts (MFA)
from Transart Institute, New York. Her works consist of performance, drawing, painting, installation, and
video. Through her diverse practice, Mawimbi investigates the hybrid nature of African identity, contesting notions of authenticity. She has worked with western museums to dispel notions of a Unitarian Africa, so often seen in ethnographic exhibitions. In addition to this she also focuses on gender and female
sexuality. She is inspired by LGBTQ communities whose stories are rarely told.
Mawimbi was one of the honourees of the inaugural African art awards given out by the Smithsonian Institution (2016). She was also one of the awardees of the Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship (2015)
and won the One Minutes Award (2012) for moving photography. Her solo shows include “Games”
(2013) at Savvy Contemporary which centred round sexual abuse, and “Incommensurable Identities”
(2011) at Aarhus Art Building which examined tenuous relations between Europe and Africa. She has
exhibited in group exhibitions at Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main (2014), the National
Museum of African Art, Smithsonian Institution (2015), Salon Urbain de Douala in Cameroon (2010),
Brooklyn Museum (2016) and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in Copenhagen (2015), among
others.
Dineo Seshee Bopape
Born in Polokwane, Bopape studied at the Durban University of Technology, South Africa, and earned
her MFA from Columbia University (2010.) Her work has been shown internationally, including at the
New Museum (New York), ICA (Philadelphia); Mart House Gallery (Amsterdam); the 12th Biennale
de Lyon (France) and most recently the 32nd Bienale de Sao Paolo (Brazil). Bopape lives and works in
Johannesburg. Using performance, experimental video montages, sound, found objects, photographs and
dense sculptural installations, her artwork “engages with powerful socio-political notions of memory,
narration and representation.” Recent awards includes the notable Standard Bank Young Artist Award for
Visual Art and the prestigious Future Generation Art Prize (both 2017) founded by the Victor Pinchuk
Foundation in Kiev, Ukraine.
Ghada Amer
Egyptian born, New York based Amer views herself primarily as a painter, but has produced worked in a
variety of media including: ceramics, site-specific garden works, photography, printing, drawing, installation, and performance. Amer trained to be an artist at Villa Arson, Nice, France. Her work has always explored ideas related to women, femininity, and gender roles. Amer continuously allows herself to explore
the dichotomies of an uneasy world and confronts the language of hostility and finality with unsettled
narratives of longing and love. She has shown extensively all over the world, including the Istanbul,

Johannesburg, Whitney, Gwangju, Sydney and Venice biennales; in major travelling shows such as The
Short Century; Looking Both Ways: Art of the Contemporary African Diaspora; and Africa Remix. She
has exhibited at P.S. 1 in New York and SITE Santa Fe, and in 2008 the Brooklyn Museum hosted Love
Has no End, a retrospective of twenty years of Amer’s work.
Lebohang Kganye
Kganye lives and works in Johannesburg. She completed the Advanced Programme in Photography at
the Market Photo Workshop (2011) and is currently completing a Bachelor’s in Fine Arts at the University of Johannesburg. Kganye was the recipient of the Tierney Fellowship Award (2012), which led to her
solo exhibition Ke Lefa Laka at the Market Photo Workshop Gallery. Kganye has participated in several
photography workshops and masterclasses locally and internationally and her work has been presented
in several notable exhibitions in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Harare, London, Amsterdam, Paris and New
York.
Mimi Cherono Ng’ok
Cherono Ng’ok lives and works in Nairobi. She studied Photography at the University of Cape Town
(2006). Her experiences growing up between Kenya and South Africa have engendered an intimate body
of work centred on issues of home, displacement, loss and identity. Recent group exhibitions include:
The Walther Collection (New York and Ulm, 2016 and 2017), La Villette, Paris (2017), Dakar Biennale
international exhibition (2016 and 2014); Rencontres de Bamako (2015); Tiwani Contemporary, London
(2015); Fondation Donwahi, Abidjan (2015); National Museum of Kenya, Nairobi (2013) and SAVVY
Contemporary, Berlin (2011). Cherono Ng’ok is among the winners of the Magnum Foundation Grant of
2017.
Nandipha Mntambo
Born in Mbabane, Swaziland, Mntambo lives and works in Johannesburg. She graduated with a Master’s
in Fine Art from the Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape Town (2007)2007. She won the
Standard Bank Young Artist Award for Visual Art (2011), for which she produced the national travelling
exhibition Faena. She has had six solo exhibitions at STEVENSON Cape Town and Johannesburg (200715) and two at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm (2013-15). Notable group exhibitions include Regarding
Africa: Contemporary Art and Afro-Futurism at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art (2017); Disguise: Masks
and Global African Art at the Seattle Art Museum (2015) and Brooklyn Museum, New York (2016);
What Remains is Tomorrow, the South African Pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale (2015) amongst
others. Mntambo was shortlisted for the AIMIA | AGO Photography Prize in Canada (2014) and was a
Civitella Ranieri Fellow (2013).
Phoebe Boswell
Born in Nairobi, Boswell now lives and works in London. She combines traditional draftswomanship
and digital technology to create drawings, animations and installations. Boswell studied Painting at the
Slade School of Art and 2D Animation at Central St Martins, London. She was shortlisted for the Art
Foundation’s Animation Fellowship (2012) and was the first recipient of the Sky Academy Arts Scholarship, which she used to produce her immersive installation The Matter of Memory at Carroll / Fletcher
Gallery, London (2014). She participated in the Gothenburg International Biennial of Contemporary Art
(2015) and the Biennial of Moving Images (2016) at the Centre d’Art Contemporain in Geneva, and has
exhibited at Art15 and 1:54 London and New York, and galleries including Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery,
The Fine Art Society, and New Art Exchange. She was recently awarded the Special Prize by the Victor
Pinchuk Foundation as part of the Future Generation Art Prize (2017) and her British Council-commissioned film Dear Mr. Shakespeare, directed by Shola Amoo, was selected for the Sundance Film Festival
this year.
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SALOONI
Known as The Salooni Project the collective comprises of Kampire Bahana, Darlyne Komukama, Dr.
Aida Mbowa and Gloria Wavamunno. Salooni is a multidisciplinary art project that posits black hair
practices as systems of knowledge through which culture and survivalist strategies are passed from generation to generation. Created by four Ugandan women, the collective makes use of short film, live art
performances, theatre and photography, to present ways in which historical memory and ways of being
are weaved into the nape of black peoples’ hair.
Tabita Rezaire
Tabita Rezaire is a French born Guyanese/Danish new media artist, intersectional preacher, health practitioner, tech-politics researcher and Kemetic/Kundalini Yoga teacher based in Johannesburg. She holds
a Bachelor in Economics and an MA in Moving Image from Central Saint Martin’s College, London.
Rezaire’s practice explores decolonial health and knowledge through the politics of technology. Navigating architectures of power - online and offline - her works tackle the pervasive matrix of coloniality and
its effects on identity, technology, sexuality, health and spirituality. Her digital healing activism offers
alternative readings decentering occidental authority to dismantle our oppressive white-supremacist-patriarchal-cis-hetero-globalized world screen. She is a founding member of the tech health agency NTU,
half of the duo Malaxa, and mother of the house of SENEB.
Zanele Muholi
Zanele Muholi was born in Durban and lives and works in Johannesburg. She co-founded the Forum for
Empowerment of Women (FEW) in 2002, and in 2009 founded Inkanyiso, a forum for queer and visual
(activist) media. Muholi’s self-proclaimed mission is ‘to re-write a black queer and trans visual history of
South Africa for the world to know of our resistance and existence at the height of hate crimes in SA and
beyond’. She continues to train and co-facilitates photography workshops for young women in the townships. An alumni of the Market Photo Workshop, Johannesburg, she completed an MFA: Documentary
Media at Ryerson University, Toronto (2009) and is an Honorary Professor at the University of the Arts/
Hochschule für Künste Bremen. Muholi has won numerous awards including the ICP Infinity Award for
Documentary and Photojournalism (2016); Africa’Sout! Courage and Creativity Award (2016); a Prince
Claus Award (2013); and many more.
Zohra Opoku
Opoku was born in Germany and now lives and works in Accra, Ghana. She is a versatile artist whose
work employs media including installations, photography and video to explore the sophistication of
textile cultures in disparate spaces targeting fashion’s political and psychological role and socio-cultural
dynamics in relation to African history and individualistic or societal identities. This experience enroots
her aesthetic practice into sculptural modules as her [in]direct social commentary. Opoku has exhibited
her work in association with Gallery Commune1 Capetown, CCA Lagos, ANO Ghana/ DAK´ART 11th
Biennial, Nubuke Foundation Accra, Kunsthaus Hamburg, Gallery Peter Herrmann Berlin, Musée de
l´Ethnographie Bourdeaux, Guggenheim Bilbao, Broad Art Museum Michigan, Kruger Gallery Chicago
and 1.54 NY. Her residencies include Art OMI Ghent(NY), Iwalewa Haus Bayreuth(DE), Jan van Eyck
Institute Maastricht(NL), Kala Institute Berkeley(CA) and Institute Sacatar Salvador Da Bahia(BR).
Heidi Sincuba
Heidi Sincuba is a South African-born practitioner. Based in South Africa and the UK they use performance, video, installation, happenings, space, the internet and text. The artist experiments with representational and phantasmagorical tools in order to interrogate mental health, the occult and radical sex
in Black ontology. They are concerned with assembling the elements of an alternative pictorial cosmos
while negating the conceptual vocabulary that exists in the known physical plane. Heidi Sincuba studied
at the University of Cape Town, Artez Arnhem, and holds an MFA from Goldsmiths University of London. They have exhibited in the Netherlands, Germany, the United Kingdom, United States and South
Africa. Their most recent solo exhibition was commissioned by the Museum of Modern Art in Arnhem
as part of the Gelderland Biennale. They are currently the Painting Lecturer at the Department of Fine
Art at Rhodes University, South Africa.
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Akissi Beukman
Akissi Beukman is a twenty- year old, Grahamstown-based visual artist who is currently in her third
year of a Bachelor of Fine Arts at the University currently known as Rhodes. She specializes in poetry,
performance art, digital art and painting. She is heavily influenced by notions of performativity, in terms
of gender and race, and the politics that surround and influence her body. Her work has been exhibited
during the National Arts Festival (2015- 2017).
Erin de Kock
Erin de Kock is an undergraduate in her penultimate year of a Bachelor of Fine Art at the University
currently known as Rhodes (UCKAR). Currently studying sculpture and performance, her work deals
largely with identity politics within the middle class white South African home, using African feminist
theory to engage with, and deconstruct, these ‘happy’ spaces. She recently exhibited a video installation
in the Lucid Lunchbox exhibition at the National Arts Festival (2017).
Khewzi Zungu
Khwezi Zungu is a second year Bachelor of Fine Arts student at the University Currently Known As
Rhodes (UCKAR), who received a diploma in Design in Painting at the Ernst de Jong Academy of Arts
in 2015. She has recently begun exploring the possibilities of performance art within her second year
course and the limitations that come with being a millennial student at a ‘post’-colonial, ‘post’-apartheid
institution.
Samkela Stamper
Samkela Stamper is a poet and performing artist, an independent producer and curator who calls herself a creative thinker and art-trepreneur and works with communities facilitating art skills to young
people and women. Stamper is passionate about urban renewal of local communities and public art
development and has initiated and facilitated public art and creative projects commissioned by Absa
Bank, British Council SA & UK, Edinburgh International Festivals, Amathole Craft Hub, Department
of Public Works and Department of Arts and Culture in Mpumalanga, Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Eastern Cape Provinces. Stamper has performed and exhibited her works in notable festivals and spaces
such as the Edinburgh International Festival and Fringe Festival (2012 – 2015), the National Arts Festival
(2007 & 2008, 2012 - 2015), Innibos Festival (2006 – 2013), Bushfire Festival (2015), Open Book Festival
(2012), Jozi Book Fair (2014), The Constitution Hill (2014), World Economic Forum in CT (2013) and
Infecting The City Public Art Festival (2013 - 2015). She was the artist in residence for Afrovibes Festival
(2014) touring 13 cities across the United Kingdom as part of the SA-UK Seasons. She is a playwright
and author of a book called Not for All the Apples, Peanut Butter and Jam and founder of the Single
Hand Artistic Encounters Project and African Diaspora. Stamper currently lives in Grahamstown and is
studying towards her Fine Arts Degree at the University Currently Known as Rhodes (UCKAR).
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